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Abstrac* A general equilibrium model ofstructural change featuring three sectors (agriculture,
manufacturing, services) and endogenous growth is presenûed to explain the evolution of
agriculture in a growing market economy. Non-homothetic preferences, necessary to reproduce
the Engel effect, as well as technological change occurring at different rates in the three sectors
and originating in learning-by-doing constitute the main originalities of the model. The
analytical properties of the model are then shown to be consistent with one of the main
regularities of the process of economic development: the continuous flow of labor out of
agriculture and into the services seÆtor.

The model is then calibrated to France and the results of the simulations are compared to the
pattern of structural transformations which has characterized the evolution of the French
economy over the 1950.'2000 period. The drastic reduction in agricultural worldorce is
reproduced as well as the phenomenon of de-industrialization (decrease in the relative
importance of manufacturing ) after 1970. The model is then used to analyze the evolution of the
domestic competitiveness of the agricultural sector over the period considered and the negative
effect on the farm sector of deterioratng domestic terms of trade is highlighted.
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I Introduction

Ftench agriculture has lnd.ergone tremendous changes over the post wa,r period as highlighted

by the following facts: in 1950, the farm sectoi employed the largest share of the country's work

force, and. it was a net importer of food (Eck). By 1992, agriculture accounted for only 6 %

(USDA ) of the work force and produced a $10 bittion trade surplus, which ofiset by one third the

French industrial trade deficit (USDA). In 40 years, an apparently very traditional a,nd relatively

backward sector has become a powerful, dynamic and modern industry, thanks to a level of

performances that Ruttan (19?8) qualifies as "little short of spectacular"l .

This study develops an analytical model which helps to provide key insights erçlaining the

pattern of structural transformation which has cha,racterized the evolution of the Flench economy

over the last five d.ecades, with a special attention given to the farm sector. We identify a^nd explain

the interplay of the main forces which concurred to shape Flench agriculture into its current form

a.s described. by macroeconomic data on output, employment in the context of the entire Fbench

economy. This same approach should also be applicable for other OEDC countries.

In order to define an appropriate approach, it must be noticed that the pattern of structural

tran^sformations followed by Ftance does not constitute in a.ny vray an isolated phenomenon. The

decrease in the importance of agriculture both in terms of value added sha,re of GDP and in

terms of the sha.re of work force employed actually constitutes one of the most robust stylized

fact of economic d,evelopment. This can be ehecked empirically not only from historical individual

experiences of countries2 but also from cross section data of countries in the world (Sundrum).

These empirical findings lead us to the general view that changes a.ffecting the fa,rm sector

can_only be understood in the context of a growing economy taken as a whole. Unfortunateh

the literature in the field of economic growth, which presents numerous models derived from the

seminal work of Solow, has ignored almost completely the issue of structural transformation. The

neo-classicat growth model as well as the more recent endogenous growth models only consider

one final output a^nd are by nature unable to e>çlain the reallocation of resources across sectors

of a given economy.

The literature in the freld of economic development, although usually of a descriptive natrue

as pointed out by Shin(1990), provides more insight into what really constitutes the engine of

lRuttan actually refers to the period covering the late 1950s and the 1960s
2Shin(1990) reports that the US agriculture was employingTg% of the workforce in 1820, 53% ia 1860, 40% in

1900, 20% in 1940 and currently less than 3%.



structural transformations, although no analytical framework of a general equilibrium nature is

provid.ed. In particular, the Engel effect, i.e. the fact that the income elasticity for agricultural

output is typically less than one, while the income elasticities of demand. for industrial output

an6 services are typically greater than one, is widely recognized as one of the main forces driving

structural transformations of a developing economy'

Technological progress, describing the outward shift in the production possibility frontier of a

cormtry over time, seems to play also a firnd.a,mental role in explaining structural transformations.

First, it lead.s to higher per capita income which is a necessary condition for the Engel effect to

apply. Second, it is not uniform across sectors of the economy (Pasinetti, 1981). Therefore,

productivity of economy wid.e resources3 in the different sectors of the economy varies over time

which lead.s to a reallocation from low productivity activities to high productivity onæ.

A few authors have tried to cast these elements into an analytical frarnework based on the

theory of economic growth. For exarnple, there wa^s arr ea,rly attempt (1972) by Henrichsmeyer

who d.eveioped a two-sector (manufactudng and agriculture) model of exogenous growth and cal-

ibrated it to Germany. Pasinetti (1981), motivated. by the inability of growth mod.els to e>çlain

,,uneven d.evelopment - from sector to sector and region to region" of post-war Europe tried to

integrate the input-output analysis and the macro-dyna.rnic growth models but at a purely theo-

retical level. Shin (1990) studied the structural tra''sformations of the US and Korean economies

and eiaborated an end.ogenous growth model including two distinct sectors (marrufacturing and

agriculture). However, the fact that his model ignored the services sector, which in most OECD

countries constitutes a large share of value added GDP and is large in terrns of the share of work

force employed., constitutes a major drawback. Finally, Eschevarria (1992) built a threesector

model ( agriculture-ma"nufacturing-services) where growth originates in capital accumulation a-s

well as exogenous technological progress occurring at a different rate in each sector. Her cal-

ibration, based on data for the US and other OECD countries, reproduces the typical logistic

growth patterna but leads to counter-factual results with regard to structural tra.nsformations in

the sense that her model simulations predict a decrease in the importance of the services sector

for high levels of per capita income while the manufacturing sector expands steadily.

This paper intends to show that a simple multi-sector growth model incorporating non-

3By economy wide resource we understand a factor of production which can be used indifierently in all sectors

of the economy, one example of which is labor
aOr as stated by Lucas(1988): "The poorest countries tend to have the lowest growth;.the wealthiest next; the

"middle income' countries highest".



homothetic preferences and endogenous technological change can reproduce a typical pattern

of structural changes and help us understand how agricultwe evolves as an economy grov,,s . Sec-

tion 2 presents the model and its dynamic properties. A calibration procedure is then developed

in section 3 and the outcome of the simulations are analyzed. Section 4 concludes the paper.

2 The Model

A. The environment

The economy is supposed autarchic and features three sectors: agricultue, manufacturing

and services. Although trade has been evidently important in determining the evolution of the

French economy, the present model must be understood as a fust step towa.rd a more appropriate

approach. F\:.rthermore, the analysis of a closed economy can be justified by making two simple

observations. First, trade still remains small as compaxed to total GDP even for economies usually

corsidered opens. Second, as pointed out by Ventura(1994), a world. of open economies is a closed.

economy so that our analysis can also give some insight into the functioning of agriculture in the

context of the world economy.

s side Eadr sector is composed of a finite mrmber of identical producers. All produc-

ers in a sector j : a, nz, s make use of the sa,me neo-classical, constant returns to scale technology

which employes two inputs to generate a single output.. One of these inputs, referred to as labor,

is "economy wid.e" in the sense that it can be used. in all three sectors while the other input is

sector speciûc. Such a formulation was adopted because of our focus on agriculture where land

plays a major role but has little a.lternative use in other indrætriesd. Producers behave competi-

tively a.nd treat prices parametrically. Under these conditions, it can be shown that the individual

production functions can be aggregated and the resulting sectorial production functions can be

written a.s?:

X', : SlH(n2), XL : Mf (ny), Xl: A$(L - rLLt - n r) (2.1)

sFor iastance, trade related activities avnonnt to less tha l.b% of GDP in the US.
6Fbr the manufacturing and services sector, the formulation is somewhat less appealing. However, some kind.

of managerial capital can be thought of as playing the role of a sector specific factor in these two industries.
TRrnctions 4 G and ff are stricly increasing and strictly concave.



where n11 and n21 denote the shares of labor force employed in the manufacturing and services

sectors respectively as to time t. Mr, Sr, As designate productivity indices in manufacturing,

services and agriculture and Xj ls the output of sector j'

The engine of growth in this economy lies in technological change in the three sectors origi-

nating in learning-by-doing: there is a positive link between the aggregate output of a sector and

its rate of total factor productivity growth. Learning-by-doing can be justified by considering

that as a sector attracts more resources and increases its output, more knowledge relating to the

technology is accumulated and such knowledge is then used to improve the production process.

It is important to note, however, that learning-by-doing effects are purely external to the firms

that generate them: knowledge only accumulates as a by-product of the activity of each' ûrm.

Formally, prod.uctivity indices change over time accord.ing to the following laws of motion 8:

Mt:6X!*, 3t: pXto, A1: p,Xt" (2.2)

where a dot designates a variables derivative with respect to time.

Parameters 6, p md p, strictly positive, are exogenous and represent the speed of the learning

process which can vary across sectors.

ll Demand side The d.emand side of the economy results from constrained utility ma>cimiza-

tion of a representative consumer who owns the sector specific factors as well as one unit of labor

services.e The agent marcimizes a discounted flow of instantaneous utility of the StoneGeary type

subject to a sequential budget constraint :

lo** lu"log(ci - t")+ log(cf,) + É,loe(ci + %)] e-ptdt

s.t. c! + prci,, + pt ct, s at * rt

cL>0, cL> o, c: > o

where C'", CL, Cj denote aggregate consumption of each good as to time t , P ) 0 is the discount

rate, pt^ and p3 correspond, to the prices of manufactures and services in terms of food, a'rs is the

wage rate and zq the returns to sector specific factors

sThis formulation is similar to those of Lucas(1988), Shin(1990) and Matsuyama(1992).
eAggregate demands derived from this set up are the s4me as those generated by a conthuum of consumers

with identical preferences as long as income inequalities a,re not too "high" (a.s long as all the agents consume

services).

Mar
cL,cl^,c!

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.5)



There is no asset in the economy allowing the consumer to smooth consumption over the entire

time horizon. Therefore, this dynarnic problem can actually be solved as a succession of static

problems where each agent spends his full income on current consumption of the three goods.

Parameters 9o, Fr, -ya,.ys are strictly positive. .yo is usually interpreted as a subsistence level

and we impose the condition that the economy has reached a stage of development where it can

actually feed its population : A.G(L) t ''lo .

In addition to the fact that it allows for a simple aggregation, the utility function was chosen

because it features non-homotheticity which is believed to be a fundamental component of any

model of structural change. Computation of the income elasticities for the three goods e'o, e'^,

ej shows that the choice of preferences implies food to be a necessary (but not inferior) good

(0 < ul < L) while services present the characteristics of a lunrry good (1 < €i). The case of

manufactures is more ambiguous but it is possible to establish that eI" < e{" < ej. Therefore, the

d.emand for services can be expected to increase and the demand for food to decrea.se (at least

in relative terms) as the economy grows due to technological progress in the three productive

sectors.

(iii) Equilibrium path The evolution of the economy over time is now computed as the com-

petitive outcome of the environment specified above. In each sector, a representative producer

minimizes cost subject to an aggregate production function given by equations 2.1. Prices as well

as productivity indices are treated parametrically by this representative producer. Equilibrium

on the market for the economy wide factor requires the marginal productivity of labor in the

three sectors to be equal to the wage rate at any point in time :

u)t : AtG' (1 - rr, - nrr) - pt^M1F'(nrr) : f,S6H'(n2t) (2.6)

with the price of food normalized to one.

Aggregate demands solve problem 2.3. The first order conditions to the malcimization allow

us to establish an expression for the product mix of final demand :

C'": Êæ'^C!^+ n (2.7)

c:: B"!*cL-t, (2.8)



Using equations 2.6,2.7,2.8 and the market clearing conditions for the three final goods leads

to the following equilibrium conditions:

ArlG(L - rl1- - n2)F'(nrr) - Ê"G'(L - nu - n22)F(ntt)l : 1"F'(nu) (2.e)

-SlH(n2,)F'(nr,) - p,H'(n r)F(n")l -'y,F'(nt 1 (Z't0)

These equations d.efine an allocation of labor across sectors (nninzù given any set of pro-

ductivity indices Ar, Mr, St. Once the proportions of the work force employed in each sector are

determined, it is straightforward to compute all the variables of the economy: equations 2.9-2-L0

completely characterize the static equilibrium.

The evolution of the economy over time is then given by the a^ssociation of.2.9-2-L0 with the

laws of motion for productivity indices 2.2 as weli as iniiiat conditions Ao, Mo, 
^9s. 

However, it

is possible to reduce the equilibrium conditions to a system of two differential equations and two

initiat conditions whictr helps clarify the dynarnic properties of the model. Taking the logarithm

of 2.10 a^nd differentiating with respect to time we obtain :

,r,:orffi*nt,u'ffi (2'11)

where the arguments of all the production firnctions have been dropped for clarity.

proceeding similarly with equation 2.9 and using the expression for n26 derived above, vye can

derive the following expression :

Ft Ft H'F_H (2.r2)fLLt:

Equations 2.11 and 2.L2 form a system of two differentia,l equations in two variables rù16 ârrd

n21. The initial values n1s and n2s cà\be computed from equations 2.9-2.L0 and initial conditions

Ao, So. Therefore, this dyna,mic system is completely defined and we can derive the whole pattern

of resource reallocation simultaneous to the growth of the economy.

B. A few important properties

It should be clear at this point that the structural transformations affecting the economy can

be characterized. by solving numerically the system of differential equations 2.11-2.12. However,

F'
F,
+



before proceeding to the next section, 'we can derive a few general properties that are imposed by

the structure of the modello.

(i) Lons-run state of the economy The first question that arises concerns the long-run

state of the economy: will economic growth evolve in such a way that the economy reaches

some form of stability? It turns out that the reallocation of economy wide resources (labor) is

going to grind to a halt so that the economy will eventually reach a steady state as claimed in

the following proposition,

Proposition 111: The econorny, oaer time, conuerges to the unique steady state (ni;ni)
defined by the following system of equations:

p,Ht(ni)F("i) - H(ni)F'(ni) :
G(l - ni - ni)F'("ï - P"G'(1- ni- ni)F(ni) :

0

0

(2.13)

(2.t4)

It must first be pointed out that these equations are identical to system 2.9-2.L0 characterizing

the static equilibrium for values of 7o and n equal to zero. 'I:r other words, had the preferences

been of the Cobb-Douglas type (hence homothetic) U : *c*4', the economy would have

"jumped" directly to the steady state without any resouce reallocation. This result confirms that

the non-homotheticity of preferences constitutes a firnda,mental drive of structural transformation.

It can be shown that at the steady state, ctranges in relative prices exactly offset differences

in rates of tecbaological progress across sectors so that the marginal product of labor evolves at

the sa.rre speed in the three industries, preventing any fiuther reallocation of the work force.

rii) Characteristics of the oattern of structural transformations Proposition2r2: The

proportion of the work force employed, in the serv'ices sector monotically increases along the growth

path of the economy. Simultaneously, labor steadily fl,ows out of agriculture.

It can not be determined in which way the manufacturing sector is going to evolve over time.

These properties appear highly desirable for any modei of structural change. They fit nicely
loDemonstrations of aII the results a^re not presented. here due to the lack of space. They are however available

from the author upon request
rrThe steady state is determined by ûnding cond.itions ensuring ô11 a^nd ,it21to be simultaneously equal to 0.

The convergence property can be established by drawing the equivalent of a phase diagram in plane (nr;nz).
r2Theproof comesfrs6flsnsfsrmationsof ocpressions 2.lL-2.tzandfromtheobservationthat HF'-&HtF <0

and GF' - \oG'F > 0 along any equilibrium path (see eq. 2.9-2.10)



the typical pattern of resource reallocation that an economy experiences as it grows richer a,s

described in the introduction.

3 An example of calibration

A. Method of calibration

The sectorial production fi-rnctions axe chosen of the Cobb-Douglas form so that they can be

written as: X!: At(I - rltr - n2t)oo, X!*: Mr(nr,)o^, X! : S'(nz')o' '

Therefore, calibrating the model entails defining 10 parameter values:

- ea, dm, a, for the sectorial production functions

- Êo, Ar,'ya,'fs which deûne the Stone-Gary utility function

- lt, p,,6 which determine the speed of learning-by-doing in each sector

We also need to define three initial conditions As, Ms, Ss'

The proced,ure of calibration can be briefly summarized as follows'

The pa,rameters of the production firnctions oo, drn, ds a.re straightforward to ca.librate since

they represent the share of labor cost in total production cost in each sector.

Coefficients Bo and B, from the utility function can be computed from equations 2.13-2.14

given a steady state allocation of labor ("î;"î). It is assumed at that level thad the US have

reached the steady state which is therefore defined. by the following allocation of the work force

across sectors: ni: .32, ni: .65.

The system of d,ifferential equations 2.11-2.12 shows that the pattern of resource reallocation

d,oes not depend. upon parameters As, S9, Mo, ^lo, ?s once the initia'I values for n1 and n2 have

been established. F\rrthermore, it appears from equations 2.9-2.L0 that these initial values n1s

and n26 only depend. upon two ratioé : f; ana fl.
Therefore, we decide to set all three productivity indices equal to one at t :0. Pararneters

7o and 7s ca,n then be deduced from an initial allocation of labor (nro;rzzo) by solving equations

2.g-2.L0. An initial allocation rLLo : .34, n2s: .33 , corresponding to the state of the French

economy in 1950 as documented by sundrum (1991), was chosen.

At this point, only values for the three pa,rameters defining the speed of learning-by-doing

in each sector need. to be determined. Gopinath and aI.(1996) obtain a measure of the rate of

TFP change in the FYench agriculture over the 19741993 period equal to 6To while Martin and

Mitra(1996) report a 2Yo rate of growth in TFP in the Ftenctr manufacturing sector. While no



estimate of the rate of TFP dtange in the services sector was found, there seenË to be a consensus

in the literature that this rate is lower than in other sectors of the economy (Sundrum p.144) and

we therefore set ittoLTo. Ultimately, values for pt,, p,6were set to.15,.04 and.02 respectively.

The following table summarizes the choice of parameters:

Cobb-Douglas production functions Ston+Gary Utility Learning-by-doing

ao Q,M Qs Ao Mo
^90 Ê" Ê" 'Yo 'Ys l-L p lr.

.6 7 .8 1 1 1 109 1.78 .461 .450 .15 .04 02

B. Results

(i) Pattern of resource reallocation Figure 1 presents the result of the numerical simulation

of the model (that is, the solution to the system of non-linear equations (2.LL-2.12)). As claimed

by proposition 2, labor is continuously drawn out of agricuiture and into the services sector. But

the main support to the model comes from the magnitude of these changes: while the parameters

determining the speed of the dynamicsl3 have been defined from estimates of rates of technological

change in each sector, they lead to a very plausible profrle of labor reallocation across sectors. In

particular, the French agriculture still employes 6% of the work force which corresponds precisely

to the result of the simulation.

The simulated evolution of the manufacturing sector lends some more credibility to the ap

proadr followed. From 1950 to 1970, labor is attracted to the manufactuing sector but this trend

grinds to a halt and is eventually reversed from 1970 to year 2000. This result reproduces the phe-

nomenon of "deindustrialization" of developed economies (Sundrum p. 144) that is documented

for the European Community as a whole by Stoeckel (1985) for the period. 1971-1982.

Simulated values of other economic variables are now presented to better understand how this

pattern of resource reallocation was obtained and to show that the model provides a very coherent

picture of the development of the Fbench economy over the last 50 years.

(ii) Overall srowth oerformance of the economv The rate of growth in real GDP wa.s

computed and figure 8 presents the result. Starting fuom 4% in 1950, the growth rate diminishes

sharply to eventually stabilize a^round. L.5%. Although this profile appears too steep, the model

reproduces the fact that the Flench economy was growing quickly after the second world war while

the 70s and 80s were cha.racterized by low rates of economic growth. In the model, the reduction in

l3That is, parameters p,,6, p.



the rate of growth in GDP can be associated with the transfer of resources from sectors undergoing

fast technological change (agriculture and manufacturing) to a sector cha^racterized by a slow rate

of technological progress (services).

(iii) of sectorial competitiveness Although the concept of competitiveness is rather

elgsive, we give it a clear meaning following the definition of Gopinath and Roera: if within an

economy, the rate of growth in sector j's real GDP exceeds that of the economy, i.e., d(ln G D Pj) I dt >

d,(lnGDP)f dt then sector j is increasing its competitiveness relative to the other sectors of the

economy.

Figures 2 and 7 present respectively the sectorial composition of GDP and the rates of growth

in sectorial GDP. According to the definition adopted, agriculture loses its domestic competitive'

ness over the entire period while the services sector gains competitiveness. The manufacturing

sector, after strenghtening its position from 1950 to 1970, eventually undergoes a slow erosion

of its competitiveness. This evolution can be better understood by decomposing the increase in

value-added output of each sector into different sources.

(iii).1 Evolution of relative prices. Figure 3 presents the evolution of the sectorial terms of

tradels. As expected from the combination of a low income elasticity of demand and a high rate

of technological progress, the real price of agricultural output is dwindling steadily. In the same

time, the real price of services increases while the manufacturing sector faces slightly decreasing

terms of trade after 1955. Atthough data for the Fbench economy were not found, one can notice

that this evolution is very similar (both in shape and in magnitude) to the one reported by

Gopinath (1995) for the US.

(iii).2 Determinants of the domestic competitiveness of the agricultural sector. The

increase in sectorial GDP can be d.ecomposed into a price effect, capturing the changes in the

valuation of final output, an input effect (here increase in the production due to an increase in the

labor input) and a technological rate effect (denoted TFP)16. Figure 4 presents this decomposition

l4This is the domestice dimènsion of competitiræness. The authors also define the concept of international

competitiveness, which is not considered here since the ecouomy is firnctionning in autarky.
rsReal prices were computed by deflating prices by the following price indoc Pl -- tt"p', + st"e',.+ s3p3 where

the weights sj correspond to the sectoral value'added sha,res of GDP.

16For instance, the rate of increase in agricultural GDP can be decomposed as follows: W : -+ + * -
%(n'r, + n2ù i



for the agricultural sector and gives some insight into why the farm sector has lost its domestic

competitiveness over the last five decades. In spite of a fast rate of technological progress, agri-

cultural GDP d.ecreases in real terms from 1950 to 2000. This is due to the conjunction of two

very negative effects: first, the real price of food decreases quickly (from 6To a year in 1950 to

2.2% a year in 2000). Second, the agricultual work force has diminished at a rate comprised

between 6% ayear and lTo aYear-

Correspond.ing results are presented in figures 5 and 6 for manufacturing and services.

4 Conclusion

This paper shows that a simple thre+sector model of endogenous growth featuring non- ho-

mothetic preferences can replicate one of the major regularities of economic development: the

steady expansion in the services sector and the simultaneous decrease in the fa^rm sector in terms

of work force. The numerical simulation of the model, calibrated to post war Flance' gave a very

coherent an{ plausible picture of the growth pattern of a developed economy. ln pa,rticular, the

phenomenon of de-industrialization of a mature economy u/as reproduced and the evolution of

the sectorial terms of trade obtained appears consistent with what is reported in the literature.

It is also believed that the paper hightights the close link between structural transformations

a,nd economic growth which have usually been analyzed in two different fields of economics; on

one hand, economic growth results in higher per capita income and hence in a change in the

composition of final demand if the income elasticities for final goods differ. On the other hand,

the reallocation of resources across sectors characterized by different rates of technological progress

influences the overall growth rate of the economy.

Finally, the model gives some insight into what constitutes the major determinants of the

evolution of each sector. The work is seen as complementary to classical growth accounting

exercises which have been used to analyze the competitiveness of the farm sector (Gopinath

1995) but whose results remain of a descriptive nature. By contrast, the model presented gives

a fully consistent representation of an economy and can therefore be used as a tool for policy

analysis.

The next step will consist in the development of an open-economy and more applied version

of the model to assess the impact of the Common Agricultural Policy on the pattern of structural

-fi t the real price efiect, fr tne TFP change efiect and -ft1":r, + nïr) the input effect.



transformations followed by the Flench economy. It is believed that the formulation of techno-

logical progress chosen, whictr creates a link between economic policies and the evolution of the

comparative advantage of a country will have some interesting implications in the analysis of the

competitiveness of the Flench agricultrue.
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